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PART 1 - ABSTRACT

A. TIME PERIOD:

The duration of Project iforld of v-vork as designated in the
proposal was designated as from July 1, 1970 to June 30,

1973. vvhile the project has officially functioned within this 36
month framework, there was in fact a delay in the first quarter of
the project in getting the contract properly negotiated.

B. OVERVIE vv OF BASIC PROJECT INTENTS AND PURPOSES:

Prior to July 1, 1970 it was determined that in the Contoocook
Valley School District, like many other school districts, there was
no real sequential program for work orientation: that was relevant
and Meaningful for students. Similarly, no teachers at that time .

were properly trained either to produce such programs or to
teach them:. By relevant and meaningful, we mean such programs
that provide involvement for pupils, programs-that enable them to
participate in activities, to carry out projects that have some
meaning both for the immediate moment and for the time to come.
Such programs would be representative of basic economic prin-
cipals and would have meaning far beyond immediate, present
needs. They would require the teacher to be able to involve
students in both the planning and the execution of the activities.
They would be economically oriented, as tL sf. Jorid of Work is
essentially a matter of economics.

Mork as it relates to man and his culture is based upon the
economic premise that human wants are infinite and human and
natural resources are limited. Society creates the utility of
goods and services to fill human wants.

Those involved in the development of the original proposal for the
project.-did so because they felt that orientation to the World of
Work is an essential and vital phase of the education of all students
and should be a part of all progressive and complete edl...;-:-.F.tional
programs. It is essential that today's young people
the American world of work as well as securing the nl-.::,.-:sary
background for making appropriate occupational choices for their
future orientation to life.

In a rapidly changing society the understanding of the inter-play
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between social, economic and political influences upon all citizens
lives must be shown to students so they may intelligently decide
their occupational role. This suggests that it is then necessary
to expand and widen the students foundation of information, ac-
tivities and observations through educational experiences asso-
ciated with many world of work opportunities.

The basic intent of this program was to implement a compre
hensive approach in meeting these needs in grades 1 - 12 based
on a continuum concept. From the first grade through the twelfth,
the program is designed to provide students with exposure to,
exploration of, and preparation for the world of work. This is
done by replacing the traditional approaches to practical and
vocational education with a more integrated program encompas-
sing the major vocational and acedemic fields, placing the em-
phasis on the area which best fills the individual student's needs.

In the elementary grades, students are exposed to a combination
of tool activities, role playing, field trips, simulation games,
plus verbal classroom activities. The goal of this program
element is for these students to become aware of the world of
work, develop positive attitudes toward work and play, and to
come to know the satisfactions of starting and finishing a piece
of work. It is important to underscore the fact that this program
element does. not seek to develop work skills or career choice.
Rather, it is designed to'begin to show. the inter-dependence of
people in their occupational roles? the need for, and the dignity
of all levels of productive work and the relationship between
them.

At the Middle School and early high school level, an 'expanded
INDUSTRIOLOGY concept is used as the basis of "people, places,
and things, " oriented activities. This concept will be explored
more fully in the next section, but for now let it be said that the
Industriology approach offers students an alternative and supple-
mentary approach to Industrial Arts through exposing them to
an experiential study of industry. Instruction is integrated and
activities emphasized the function, service, and consn-...1;;:tion. of
products as well as the human elements of occupationE.1 and
personal life. This portion of the program is also designed to
associate the student's interests and apptitudes with selected
people oriented occupations or product oriented occupations
introducing and experiencing special skills, knowledge and
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attitudes needed to help the student snake his occupational choice.
Vocational guidante and counseling is interwoven with these ex-
periences since the next step is for him to choose his occupational
goals.

Students in their latter high school years are directed toward skill
training for job entry. This has been.developed through perfor-
mance standards allowing the individual to work at his ability level
acquiring skills and knowledge needed to enter his chosen voca-
tional area. Since. a comprehensive high school does not have
the resources to offer vocational skills training in all student
interest areas, a cooperative work program associated with local
business, industry and social agencies has been developed to serve
the student's needs in areas not included in school vocational offer-
ings. Here again, during the latter years, counseling and ,I:-uida-nce
folloW the student's progress carefully and the student is given
considerable.assistance in making viable decisions relating to his
future.

C. IMPLEMENTATION:

During the three operational years of the project the basic intense
and purposes around which the original proposal was developed
have seen implementation. In each of the elementary schools in
the .district, a complete tool rack was constructed, teachers trained
in its use and support given for the development of activities that
would allow elementary students to come to know the satisfactions
of starting and finishing a piece of work. In doing so-there is
evidencothat students have developed' a more positive attitude
toward work and play. There awareness of the world of work
has been greatly enhanced by the use of well organized and well
planned field trips. In the last year alone 34 such field trips
were taken for the purpose of introducing students to a variety
of occupations andcareers. These field trips along with the
availability of follow-up materials provided by the project and
the ingenuity and creativeness of teachers have provided students
with an awareness and interest in the world of work that would
not otherwise have been available to them. They have had the
opportunity to witness the interdependence of people in their
occupational roles and to come to understand that there is dignity
in all levels of :Productive work.

The process for implementing the program at the Middle School
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and earlyHigh School level was achieved through redesigning and
refinement of the Industrioloy Concept developed at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. Most Industrial Arts programs are geared
toward skill development through individual projects and the
manufacturing industries are emphasized. It is limited so far
as helping students understand what industry is, how it functions
and what their relationship to it is It is not intended to replace
Industrial Arts. It is intended to .supplement, revise and expand
upon the Industrial Arts Program. It is a broader, comprehen-
sive, study of the four types of industry - raw materials, manu-
facturing, service and distribution. It includes the six activities
of industry - development and design, finance and office service,
manufacturing or processinL,, marketing, industrial relations
and purchasing. It puts industry in context by reviewing the
history and development of industry and looks at the implications
of industrial growth and the problem it faces as well as the prob-
lems it imposes for society. The approach used at ConVal
usually involves the.forming of student operated companies
which offers both practical and meaningful experience of the
six activities of industries. The companies can be organized
in any one of the four types of industries and since the mater-
ials are now being developed in several areas it is possible
for a student to be involved in several company arrangements.

This type of learning experience leads students very logically
and smoothly into the last phase of the project designed to help
the student make specific occupational decisions and to provide
more sophisticated skills training so that he may achieve the
occupational competence necessaryin entering the field of his
choice. To achieve thig an expanding work study - work ex-
perience program has been implemented by a cooperative ed-
ucation supervisor hired by the project. Along with the more
sophisticated courses at the 11th and 12th grade level and the
cooperative education opportunities available to him, the student
is also provided increased guidance and counseling by a Voca-
tional Guidance Counselor also provided by the project. In
addition, all vocational educational educational students are
involved in a course entitled "Commonalities". This course
is designed to provide students with in-class information and
an opportunity for sharing ideas and viewpoints relating to
those issues, problems, subjects and topics common to all
people involved in the world of work.
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D. .A.ESULTS AND .i::-CCOMPLISHMENTS:

Considering the fact that the Project, during its three operational
years, has had a stormy administrative history, the results for
the most part have been positive in that the seeds have been planted
at each level for continued growth of the project components. Key
district teachers and administrators at the elementary, middle and
high school levels are "sold" on the approaches initiated by the .

roject. ALA the elementary level it would appear that the major
accomplishment has been in the area of developing an awareness
and interest on the: part of key administrators and teachers of the
importance and value of approaching the instructional process from
a point of view and attitude that relates what the student is learning
in his classroom situation directly with his needs and aspirations,
that he begins to make decisions relating to his future and how he
will lead his life. In other words, the value of the program at
the elementary level is not to be found in 'Things" but rather in
an attitude within the teaching and administrative staff. At the
middle school level and early high school level the project staff
has been successful in coordinating the efforts of the Industrial
Arts and the Vocational Educational staff in developing extertsive
learning units consistent with the Industriology approach.
there is much left to be done there are several excellent models
(see Appendices I) and even more importantly, since these units
were developed coopercti.crely between the project staff and the
teachers involved, the process is now understood for the develop-
ment for additional units by the teaching staff.

At the 11th and 12th grade level, the project was responsible for
the hiring of a cooperative education supervisor and a vocational
guidance counselor and these positions will be continued at local
funding. In addition, involvement by students in the work study -
work experience program has 'greatly increased each year, thor-
ough testing of students at the middle and high school level with
regard to occupational interest, aptitude, etc. , has increased
and student enrollment in courses offering more sophisticated
skills development has increased.

EVALUATION PROCESS:

Evaluation in any exemplary or innovative project is an essential
element. Project *vorld of Work is no exception. It is difficult
if not impossible to fully understand our strengths and weaknesses
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by our own analysis alone. It is essential that a substantial
amount of sharing and feedback take place so that we can assess
where we are and plan effectively for implementing the change
process. In the course of the three years there were no leSs
than five external evaluations. In addition, quarterly reports
were prepared for USOE for the purpose of monitoring the pro-
ject at the federal level and which were no doubt used for the
purposes of making decisions relating to the project. Though
undocumented, the project staff continually evaluated the status
of the project and made strong effort to use the shared informa-
tion in moving the project forward successfully.

F. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS:

NOTE: This section contains recommendations to those audiences
interested in beginning a program in career education that is
similar in nature to the program implemented in the Contoocook
Valley School District- Peterborough, New Hampshire 1970-1973.
Recommendations and conclusions relating to the continuation of
Project world of Work in the district can be found in section E -
Part II - Extended Report.

I. Needs Assessment

Prior to the development of a proposal it is recommended that a
thorough and documented needs assessment be conducted for the
development of a firm rationale for instituting the proposal. Too
often proposals are developed upon assumed needs or in meeting
the vested interests of a few key personnel.

2. Proposal Development -

The proposal should reflect with accuracy the documented learner-
oriented needs of children and all avenues of necessary input should
be investigated. If assistance is needed, most State Departments of
Education can offer ample technical assistance in this area. The
proposal should clearly and specifically define what is to be accom-
plished during the project period. However, flexibility should be
maintained so that as the process evolves opperational objectives can
be altered in response to new directions and needs.
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3. Objectives -

Ks objectives are developed they should be consistant with the basic
goals and should be specific and measurable. It is recommended
that there should be a separation of management (administrative)
objectives -- that is those things necessary for the conduct of the
project AND Program Objectives -- that is those elements of the
project that specifically relate to the activities conducted that will
produce direct "payoff" for the target groups.

4. Time Sequence Charts -

Objectives should be placed on a time flow chart encompassing the
project period to visually show the logical seqUence in the change
process from implementation to conclusion.

5. Staff -

In choosing a staff, attention should be g;,-Eren to properly assessing
just what needs to be done in order fo, the objectives to be met.
Staff members should be-selected vviio have a history of success in
the conduct of externally funded programs. They should understand
the process of change and:be in agreement with the intent- and
purposes expressed in the basic proposal. Very often otherwise
outstanding credentials in the area of school administration do not
insure, in and of themselves, the type of person who would make a
successful implenaienter of innovationa and -change.

6. Organization -

An organization chart should be develo ?ed c.b..n,viag the lines cf
Too )oiisibility of each staff member and should

show the specific lines of authority and responSibility.

. 7. Fiscal Procedures

It should be clearly understood by all parties involved what the
specific procedures will be for negotiation and reporting to external
agencies (State Departments of Education and U.S.O.E. ). It should
also be understood by all involved what internal fiscal procedures
are to be used in facilitating and expediting project management
and activities with efficiency. A proper period of planning and
orientation should take place from the beginning for this purpose.

8. Inservice Training. -

Recognizing the project's change process, it would be expected that
- 7 -



frequent and appropriate inservice meetings would be conducted for
target groups based upon both the philosophical intents and rationale
for the project and developing the skills and knowledge among those
implementing the program that will allow them to do their jobs.

9. . Summer vvorkshoos -

Do not overlook the summer months as perhaps the most appropriate
time for the development of materials and st:-..ategies.

10. Using Video Tape Equipment -

There are several viable models for the implementation of effective
use of video tapes. Special care should be addressed to proper
planning and orientation of those implementing the program and
careful control of the purchase and use of such equipment if this
component is to be successful.

11. Dissemination -

Contrary t o the Squaw Valley Conference held in 1970, we recommend
that attention be directed at appropriate dissemination from the
beginning. Although care should be taken.and disgresstion used in
being sure that you do not promise things through your dissemination
that you cannot deli: , there should be a major thrust at she
beginning to make the target audience highly aware and to solicit
interest in the basic intents and purposes of the: project. An appropriate
strategy consistent with the change process should be evidenced
throughout the project period.

12. Inventory -

A standard and well planned inventory procedure should be instituted
from the beginning. 1._s part of the planning, it should be projected
to whom materials and equipment will go upon termination and how it
is anticipated they will be used so that the inventory system can be
made as consistent as possible with the procedure used by the group
or agency who will receive the materials and equipment upon termina-
tion,e cannot stress to highly the need for "consistency" in this
matter and for proper and thorough documentation.

13. Facilities -

Space requirements for those operating similar projects are destined
to be greater than regular school administrators. Materials,
equipment, reports and other similar items quickly accumulate in
active programs and this is not often anticiPated at the commencement
of a project. - 8 -



?t.zZT II - EXTEilDED REPORT

A. TEE PROBLEM t.cZLt, ADDRESSED BY TE.E PROJECT:

The Contoocook Valley School District has a positive history of
continually assessing the needs of its students and subsequently
providing programs of an innovative and exemplary nature intended
to provide relevant and imaginative education for the youth of the
district. This process is in part evidenced by the fact that in 1969
the district began to respond to the growing need for revising and
expanding its program in vocational and industrial arts education.

It was realized that while the curriculum contained a liberal assort-
ment of 'ocational and industrial arts courses, no real sequential
programs of work orientation existed which were relevant and
meaningful for students. Associated with this problem was that
no teachers had been thoroughly trained either to produce such
sequential programs or to teach them. By relevant and meaning-
ful we mean such programs that provide involvement for pupils,
programs that enable them to participate in activities, to carry
our projects that have some meaning both for the immediate
moment and for the time to come. Programs were needed that
would be representative of basic economic principals and that
would have meaning far beyond the immediate student situation.
Such programs would require the teacher to be able to involve
students in both the planning and the execution of such activities.
The activities themselves would be economically oriented as the
World of work is essentially a matter of economics.

The philosophical rationale for this attitude was based upon the
idea that work as it relates to man and his culture is based upon
the economic premise that human ones are infinite and human
and natural resources are limited. Society creates the utility
of goods and services to fill human wants.

It was recognized by the district, and later greatly reenforced
by the work of Dr. Sidney Marlin that the orientation to the
world of work is an essential and vital phase of the education
of all students and should be a part of all progressive and com-
plete educational programs. Both boys and girls need a com-
plete understanding of the American world of work as well as
a meaningful background in the occupational choices open to them
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in the world of work.

It was felt in the district that in a rapidly changing society the
understanding of interplay between social - economic - political
influences on all citizens lives must be shown to students so
they may intelligently decide their occupational role. There
was a need therefore, to widen the student's foundation of infor-
mation, activities and observations through educational experiences
associated with many world of work opportunities.

To address these problems forthrightly it was decided that a proposal
should be developed that would offer a supportative program designed
to aid the school district in providing students with the knowledge
and skills needed to know himself so that he would be able to make
the wisest choice from a wide range of occupations. In addition
the program would be written in such a way as to make available
to students the kinds of educational opportunities needed to imple-
ment this choice.

At the elementary level it was determined that the key word should
be "ORIENTATION TO THE WORLD OF VvORK". In grades 1 - 6
it was planned that the program would ultimately produce students
who would acquire a positive attitude towards work, school, and
have an increased knowledge of themselves in relation to work.
It was recognized that in-service training for elementary school
teachers would be necessary in creating an awareness and interest
on the part of elementary teachers in pursuing a committment
to a program of career orientation.

It was also recognized that elementary teachers in the district
should not be asked to do this unless appropriate resources were
placed in their hands to assist them. It was therefore planned
that necessary materials, equipment, specialized occupationally
oriented teaching units, etc. would be placed in the hands of
elementary teachers.

In the junior high school and early high school levels it was
determined that the students were not receiving the kinds of
educational experience in practical arts courses that could help
them make the decision to involve themselves in vocational skills
training in high school. Students were entering academic pro-
grams because of a lack of understanding of what vocational train-
ing is. In addressing this problem, it was recognized that the
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proposal contain provision whereby students could be
directed into skills training in high school that would offer
job entry skills. More specifically, the key elements of the
7th and 8th grade portion of the program were "EXPLORi-LTION
ALTO SELF EVA-I_LUilTIOL\I". At this level it was hoped that the
proposal would lead students to an understanding of the occupa-
tional clusters: that they would begin to realize their own de-
sires and abilities and make tentative choices of occupational
clusters for further exploration.

It was at this level that the major thrust of the program was
directed. Research has shown that the most realistic career
choices of people are made by those with the greatest exposure
to valid information about work and the greatest opportunity for
self evaluation. In 1966, vvisconsin State University - Platteville,
developed a programed "Ii.IDUSTRIOLOGY". This is defined
as a study of industry. It defines industry as being five types:
raw materials, manufacturing, distribution and services to
products, services to people. It further determines key activi-
ties to be product development, purchasing, manufacturing and
processing, industrial relations, internal finance and office
services, marketing.

The development of the Con Val -:,rorld of Work program in the
junior high and early high school level made extensive use of
these studies and materials. Although industriology is an
excellent lab oriented activity approach to the study of occupa-
tional opportunities, its primary application is to industry and
business activities associated with products producing industries.
There was a need therefore to make use of other studies concern-
ing service occupations associated with humans such as teaching,
nursing, etc.

The Viorld of ;:ork :Program made use of selected research studies
in occupational information in guidance appearing in the Eric Clear-
inghouse documents, "intensive high school occupational guidance
approaches for initial work and technical placement" and " orien-
tation approaches to increase student awareness of occupational
options". It is noted that in the Eric Clearinghouse "review and
synthesis of research in industrial arts education" that in addition
to industriology there are are other innovations in industrial arts
education that could be of significant value in the development of
similar "world of work" programs. dhile industriology was the



prime thrust, it is important to emphasize that the program not
only addressed itself to developing a bridge between industrial
arts and T & I and its coordination, but also demonstrated similar
approaches to other occupations for girls as well as boys at all
levels of ability.

The emphasis in grades in 9 and 10 has been upon "EXPLOAATIOiv
PREPA.i-ZATIOH". In these grades it was the intent of the

project to help students make choices of a more specific nature
from the occupational clusters and to gain more sophisticated skills
and knowledge in that area. It was hoped at this level students could
associate their interest and aptitudes with selected people - oriented
occupations, or product - oriented occupations and develop special
skills, knowledge and attitudes needed to help the student make
his occupational choice. Interwoven into these experiences was
the careful process of guidance. and counseling by a project, voca-
tional guidance counselor.

p1

At the 11th and 12th grade level the thrust was toward "JOB
P1-3.EPARATIOi:Ai,D A JOB EH TitY". To help implement this
portion of the project a cooperative education supervisor was hired
and in essence it was his job to see that students were moved along
toward proper preparation and where possible satisfactory entry
into the world of work. In essence the progject at this level addressed
itself to helping the student work to his ability level acquiring skills
and knowledge needed to enter the cluster of occupations in his
chosen vocations. It should be here recognized that a comprehen-
sive high school does not have the resources to offer vocational
skills training in all student interest areas developed in earlier
experience, therefore, a thorough cooperative work program
associated with local business, industry and social agencies was
developed to serve the student's needs in areas not included in
school vocational offerings. Also at this level guidance and
counseling continues to be a critical factor through following
closely the student's progress in the skills training program and
fully understanding the performance of the individual student.
The vocational guidance counselor at this level, helps the student
seek employment or further educational training which serves
the student's increased interest and abilities.

In conclusion, it should be noted that in the fall of 19(L the Con -
toocook Valley School District, school administration presented
the Contoocook Valley School Board, a plan for improvement of
the practical education program in the school system. Even
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earlier than 195£ acceptance of this plan, the Board approved
a 6 area vocational !:rogram to be included in the new Con Val
High School. This is to say that the district had been in the
process of assesing its status and planning programs for im-
provement of the eAlcational.opportunities for young people
in the district.

Subsequently, the original proposal for the Project ,-torld of
'Work was submitted as support in meeting these problems
as constructed and including the addendum for involvement
of elementary students. The development of the world of work
concept for the Contoocook Valley School. District involved 4
phases: 1) orientation of elementary students toward the world
of work, 2) world of work opportunities in pre-high school,
3) exploring occupational interests for ability and aptitude in
the early high school years and 4) developing skills, knowledge
and attitudes needed for a chosen occupational'field and_aiding
students in obtaining employment. Goals and objectives were
then spelled out in addressing the four basic areas of concern.
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13. OBJECTIVES

Phase I Objectives

1. To provide students with information, activities, and observations
of present day American world of Work opportunities in selected
people and product oriented services.

2. To provide students with understanding of skills, knowledge and
attitudes necessary to perform effectively selected people and pro-
duct oriented services.

3. To meaningfully relate other educational studies to the eventual
choice of occupations through activities of many occupational fields
identifying and using academic and vocational skills.

4. To provide students with understandings of social-economic and
political problems that affect the American worker so as to enroll
him to perceive his effect as an individual in society and the impor-
tance of his occupational goals.

Phase II Objectives

1. Provide experiences in selected locally oriented occupational needs
so the student may determine his aptitude as well as interest in
these occupations. so he may choose an occupational field suited
to him as an individual.

2. Provide introductory skills and knowledge needed to enter the job
entry program is later high school.

Phase III Objectives

1. To provide skills, knowledge and attitude necessary for the student
to succeed in employment.

2. To aid students seeking employment opportunities in the occupa-
tional area that he has been trained.
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EXPI:Q:1SION OF MAJOR OBJECTIVES

Phase I Objectives

Student BehaviorsExpansion of Obective Method of Evaluation

To develop techniques of
observation and reporting ,

particularly as they apply
to job analysis.

To develop ability to use
people as resources in
seeking answers to ques-
tions or solutions to
problems.

Te enable students to
identify the nature and
degree of skill required
for performing certain
tasks.

To develop skills of
investigating job
characteristics and
trends.

Student can analyze a
job, determining ed-
ucational and exper-
ience requirements
as well as local and
national job trends.

Student completes an
analysis sheet and ob-
tains answers to all
items on the sheet
which apply to the job
under study

Pupil prepares ques- In individual conference
tions for an interview student can justify each
and submits them to
instructor.

Student holds inter-
view using a tape re-
corder.

Students develop a
classification system
for evaluating kinds
and levels of skills.

question; he can also
justify omissions posed
by the instructor.

In seminar, other
students and instructor
give a critique. Student
must score a satisfactory
rating on a rating sheet
previously created by
the class.

Student views a film of
a given skill and classi-
fies that skill using system
developed earlier. He
can use the system with
at least 1.0% accuracy.

Student investi- Report meets specifica-
gates in depth the tions prepared by
career opportunities vocational instructor
in a given occupation, or industriology teacher
citing at least one as to form and content.
interview with an em-
ployer and one with an
employee. He. uses
standard reference
works for occupational
information, including
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Expansion of Objective Student Behaviors Method of Evaluation

To develop ability to
write directions.

local newspapers
and magazines.

Students develop
jointly an analysis
sheet for assessing
nature of an occupa-
tion. They visit
business and indus-
try using the sheet.

In seminar, students
discuss effectiveness of
the sheet and refine it
as needed, until it
effectively provides
the information they
need.

Students select sev- Students apply scale to
eral occupations and ten jobs. Scale is
list the functio.a2 per- sufficiently accurate
formed by one in that when three students rate
occupation. They de- the same ten occupations
velop a scale for indi-with no more than 10%
cating the level of disagreement.
training necessary for
performing that func-
tiJa.

Students i. L:

consultant. a ,

with all students in-
volved in the plan-
ning and asking of
questions.

During the interview;
each student secures
the information which
the group assigned him
to obtain.

Student writes set Lnother student can
of directions con- operate the machine
cerning operation using these directions.
of a simple machine.

Student writes pro- Another student executes
cedure for laying out the directions without
utensils and ingred- error.
ients for the prepara-
tion of a recipe.
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Exoansion of Objective

To develop ability to
plan-cooperatively an
activity involving the
spending of money.

To develop reading
speed in vocational
content.

To develop level of
comprehension in voca-
tional subject matter.

To develop student's
knowledge of his
interests.

Student Behaviors Method of Evaluation

Ctudents plan jointly The report must be
a field trip, submitting sufficiently accurate
a written report of to permit the trip to
steps to be taken, in- be taken.
cluding projected
costs.

Students plan the
performance of a
service. The plan
includes projected
expenditure of time,
rates for the ser-
vice, and resulting
balance.

Student improves
reading speed in
vocational content.

student improves
reading level in
vocational content.

Student chooses
among people-oriented
and product-oriented
services.

Student completes
interest inventory.

- 17 -

accuracy of plan is
measured by percen-
tage of accuracy of
resulting balance
when the service is
actually performed.

;Students take a reading
speed and comprehen-
sion test to establish
a base line. Student
improves this speed
by 50%.

On a reading compre-
hension test in vocational
content student raises
his performance one
grade level. A 10%
gain in speed without
loss of comprehension
will be considered a
gain of one grade level
in comprehension.

After completion of
extensive survey of
occupations, student
rates them as "Like"
or "dislike".

Kuder Preferential



Expansion of Objective

To develop an
understanding of the
supply/demand factor.

To develop understand-
ing of interdependence
of workers in same
industry.

Student Behaviors

Student prepares
progress chart in
which he shows him-
self how he has
narrowed his choice
of vocation.

Student relates his
academic capabilities
to his vocational
choice.

Student participates
in game simulation.

Students select a
product or service for
which there is a de-
mand, and produce
the item or perform
the service for profit.

Students engage in
a game simulation
involving the supply/
demand factor. (1%/u-..N
CRESTE.tt, By ABT

Method of Evaluation

Interview/conference
.with counselor. Con-
ference results re-
corded in anecdotal
record.

Vocational counselor
provides student with
test data. Student
writes for anecdotal
record a short paper
in which he specifically
indicates how his own
test results relate to
the broad range of
occupations in which
he is interested.

Student indicates in
simulation follow-up
how his own personality
affected the decisions
he made in the game.

Students present their
findings on their in-
vestigation concerning
a product or service in
a local need.

Simulation follow-up
analyzes reasons for
game results. Each
student writes analysis
of factors involved.

Associates, Cambridge,
Massachusetts).

Students form corpor-
ation in which each has
a job to perform.
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Student prepares short
description of how his
job affects one or more
of the others, and how
his job depends upon
another worker.



Ex ansion of Ob'ective Student Behaviors Method of Evaluation

To involve students in
labor negotiations.

To develop under-
standing of job entry
skills and on-the-
job training.

Students contract
for a portion of the
service or for a raw
material which they
cannot supply them-
selves.

Students provide
alternatives for ill-
nesses or other work
absence.

Students prepare
training programs for
jobs to be performed.
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Students analyze "bids"
and select the one in
best interest of the
corporation. They
write a bid analysis,
giving reasons for their
choice.

Alternatives provided
keep the work of the
corporation in progregs.

List of skills to be
performed includes all
skills necessary to
carry out the project
and is divided accord-
ing to those that must
be taught/learned before
the project can begin
and those that can be
learned while project
is in progress.



Phase II Objectives

The program in Phase II moves from the study of all industry to the
study of specific local industry, involving services to people and services
to products. Through a combination of actual experiences provided in the
classroom and multi-media presentations concerning local occupations,
students will have further opportunity to narrow their occupational choices,
and from the filmed, taped, photographed experiences, students will
select those areas which they would like to investigate further and will
arrange on-the-job inspection of the conditions affecting workers in
that occupation. The prime objective in Phase U is narrowing of the field
to where a student may select a cluster of occupations for which he would
like to train. In some cases this may mean that the student will elect
to enter pre-vocational programs, preparing him to go on to further
trainingupon the completion of high school; in other cases, students may
elect to obtain job-entry skills, and thus enroll in the Vocational Skills
Program. In this respect, he selects one of the areas provided in the
Contoocook Valley School District, or he selects an area from the Mil-
ford Hew I-lampshire Vocational Educational Program, or he obtains
through the project, job-entry training at the site of the local industry.

Expansion of Objective Student Behaviors Method of Evaluation

To involve students in the
performance of certain
skills, in order to enable
them to assess their level
of aptitude and interest
in these skills.

To impart knowledge of
the skills and aptitudes
required for enrollment
in the Vocational Skills
Program.

Student will perform
introductory level
skills in a broad field,
as electricity.

Student will work
with materials and
conditions simula-
ting job conditions
of the work being
explored and will
elect to pursue or
not to pursue this
line further.
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Student is able to per
each of skills

taught. (Failure to
achieve at acceptable
level helps student to
make corrective choices,
as will success. )

Student will make a
choice of the vocational
or prevocational area
he wishes to pursue.



Phase III Objectives

This is the "payoff" phase. Here students are actively engaged in learn-
ing the skills necessary for job-entry in a cluster of occupations. The
objective is to teach skills; the measurement is simple: he can or cannot
perform those skills. In each of the job clusters, there is a succession
of skills in a sequential arrangement so that a student may stay on the
track to develop a very high level of competence or he may get off the
track at any point, knowing what occupations he is qualified to fill at
that point in his training.

To aid students in obtaining employment in his occupational choice, the
Vocational Guidance Department will prepare a resume with precise levels
of skill accomplishment which will be checked by the instructors in his
courses. Local employers and employment agencies will be notified
that we have graduates pos,q,egstng these specific skills and that we will
furnish names, addresses, and other information upon request; in addi-
tion we will schedule interviews for the graduates whenever desirable.
The Vocational Guidance Counselor will assist each student to develop
a brochure in which he presents himself favorably to employers.

When have the objectives been met? When the student enters the job for
which he has trained. Follow-up studies will help us to re-evaluate and
to re-design as needed. But that is the normal course of action, and is
not a portion of this project per se.

Expansion of Objective

To provide skills, know-
ledge and attitude neces-
sary for the student to
succeed in employment.

Student Behavior

Student performs
skills for which
he has trained.
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Method of Evaluation

Instructor observes
student in performance
of skills and rates him
on a rating scale.

Ongoing evaluation,
assisting student to
refine and redesign his
approaches to seeking
employment.



.ADDEIADUlv:: TO PROPOSAL .NUiviBEi-.), 0-361-0052

1. Broad occupational orientation provisions for elementary school
children will be accomplished by the following methods:

Vocational teachers and the vocational guidance department
will assemble and present to all elementary schools in Con-
Val a program describing the Con Val vocational education pro-
gram. In addition, the project director will. develop and
present an informative program describing selected occupations
in industry, business, and service field of the Con Val community.

B. The project director with the aid of vocational staff members
will compose a bibliography of visual materials that elemen-
tary teachers may use to describe occupations within the world
of work. meeting will be planned with elementary teachers
to explain how this material might be used.

C. Student and teachers in various elementary school classes
will participate in guided tours of the Con Val Regional High
School vocational program and Junior High School vocational
program, to enable students to envision the total concept of
the .v.%;.0. Vv. program.

D. The project director with the help of vocational staff members
will aid in developing specialized occupationally oriented
teaching units for elementary students as requested by the
elementary teacher. At present the school district employs
a full time elementary guidance person, therefore, yearly
programs for orientation to the ilorld of cork shall be
planned with the elementary guidance person.

E. An interest test will be administered to upper elementary
students and used to aid in determining future vocational ob-
jectives.

2. Provision for students not previously enrolled in vocational
programs to receive specific training in job entry skills just
prior to the time they leave school will be accomplished in the
following manner:

Since Con Val Regional High School has a flexible scheduling
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system, students will have up to 35'//u of "in-school time"
unstructed. Con Val will offer to students mini-courses in
a series of subjects, many of which will be vocational in nature.
Courses such as surveying, retailing, reproductive processes
and electronic communications. will be offered during the afore
mentioned unstructured "in-school time". Mini-courses will
meet one or two 20 minute modules a week for an 18 week period.

B. Local industry consists of many light bench work occupations.
Local business and industrial leaders have been asked to plan
and coordinate intensive training of students interested in
immediate employment following graduation. Length of pro-
gram will be determined by the type of skill to be learned.
These occupational training programs may be as little as
two weeks an:1 a maximum of one year.

The following procedure is necessary to accomplish this ob-
jective:

1. h: committee of industrial and school personnel will
select the group of occupations feasible to instruct within
the resource centers of vocational laboratories of the
Con Val Eigh School.

2. Industrial representatives will proiride instruction and
performance criteria for each occupation to be included in
training.

3. Through vocational guidance, any interested student may
choose to attempt the training program on his unstructured
school time.

4. Those -students performing to the industries minimum
standard shall be listed by the industry as having attained
the job entry standard and therefore be shown employment
Preference in any job application concerning these skills
following completion of the high school program.

5. There is need to study the possibility of establishing
service trade skills centers such as Shell Oil Company's
Intensified Tune-Up and Diagnosis. i-A,rangement will
be made with local automotive service agencies.
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Through the advice and cooperation of the Vocational
./-..lvisory Committee other skill Centers not now identi-
fiable may be possible.

i!ot,. In addition it should be noted that in the second and
third operational year "implementation goals and objectives"
were constructed for management and program elements
of the project. The7 are basically constructed with the
objectives in the original proposal and were established to
further refine the operation of the project and to respond
to situational changes within the district and the project.
These objectives are available in Volume III.
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C. ST;;.i...TECIZS/PAOCIEDURZS - :1) TE.EIR

t.,lotes: Setting and Participants -

The Contoocook Valley School District is composed of 9 towns
in the lv,Ionadnock ::.egion of new hampshire. The district has
3 elementary schools (one in each town) two &Addle Schools,
and one comprehensive '.;.egional high School. The Con Val

high School became operational in September of 1970
and the 3.6 million dollar plant houses the 9 - 12 student pop-
ulation of the district. There are 2,190 students in the school
district served by 27 administrators; 144 teachers, and support
personnel. It is within this framework that the project has func-
tioned for the last three years.

1. Management

a. Organization - To implement the objectives outlined
in the previous section (D), the project for the three
years was organized in the following manner: (See next
page).

b. Staff - Job Descriptions
Smooth and efficient implementation of the project's
goals and objectives were severely hindered by the fact
that since its beginning the project has had two directors,
three project coordinators, two resource teachers, and
two cooperative education supervisors. :chile the project
personnel all felt a commitment to fulfillment of the basic
objectives, each instituted his own process for reaching
those objectives and consequently job descriptions were
altered during the course of the three years consistent
with each new approach. The following job descriptions
represent the most thorough delineation of responsibilities
in meeting the project objectives. It should be noted that
other projects who may subsequently use this format should
be aware of the need for both a program consultant to handle
the development of materials and the coordination of program
elements and a resource teacher to work in the field directly
in the classroom with teachers.
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1 PROJECT i,VOW ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

C.lonVal School Board

Superintendent of Schools

Vocational Director I

LProject Coordinator Project Secretary

Vocational Guidance
Counselor

I

Cooperative Education Aesource Teacher
Coordinator (Program Consultant)

Students
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS

The following job descriptions have been developed for Project :Iorld of
dark personnel.

Project Director:

(NOTE: The Director of Project viorkd of Work is also the director of
the Vocational Education Program in the Con Val School District. He
therefore, divides his time between the two positions and while he is ul-
timately responsible for key policy and administrative decisions in the
project, it is not intended that he be "prime mover ". )

The Project Director will:

1. Be ultimately responsible for all major administrative and program
decisions made in the project.

2. Be responsible for orienting new staff members to their roles and
functions in the project.

3. Meet regularly with staff personnel on the progress and projected
activities of the administrative and program elements of the project.

4. Be the prime linkage between the Superintendent's Office and the project.
5. Niaintain appropriate linkages with external organizations and agencies

relating to the project.
6. Represent, along with the Project Coordinator, Project World of

Work at meaningful local, state and federal meetings and conferences.
7. Integrate the activities of Project viorld of ,cork with those of the

Vocational Program and other similar programs occuring in the
district.

Project Coordinator:

The Project Coordinator will:

1. Conduct a file search and interview for the purpose of his own
orientation and in preparing a status report of the project.

2. Redefine and integrate his roles and functions with the Director and
the Program Consultant.

3. Review the existing budget and recommend budgetary revisions for
the purpose of bringing the project budget in line with stated ob-
jectives.

4. Prepare maaningful management objectives and oversee the pre-
paration of objectives in the other elements of the project.

5. Contract and external third part evaluator for the project and work
cooperatively with him in preparing an appropriate evaluati.on
design and procedures.
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Job Descriptions

6. Develop an appropriate dissemination strategy that will insure
that target audiences are brought through the awareness and interest
stages in the change, process by the conclus:sin of the project year.

7. Will meet regularly with the project staff and other key personnel
in clearing the current status of the project and decision-making
on proposed activities.

E. Meet all management requirements with regard to reporting of
USOE.

9. Will re-organize the inventory procedures of the project and will
conclude the year with appropriate data in this regard for termination.

10. ill represent the project along with the Project Director at
meaningful local state and federal meetings.

11. Will be responsible for authorizing all purchase orders and will
co-sign all contractural agreements.

12. ;All assist the Program Consultant in coordination and logistical
arrangements for proposed workshops.

13. Prepare end of the year status report with appropriate recommen-
dations which will include those recommendations secured from
other staff members.

14. Support teachers' needs for necessary materials in accomplishing
activities of the project.

Program Consultant

The Program Consultant will:

1. Through a series of meetings with the Project Director and Coordin-
ator and other key personnel, establish his roles and functions and
integrate them smoothly with the roles and functions of the Project
Director and Coordinator. These roles and functions will result
in his being primarily responsible for the conduct of the program
elements of the project.

2. .iith the help of the external evaluator, prepare meaningful program
objectives for the project year.

3. Assess the current status of the Industriology Program and proceed
to revise, upgrade and test out the Industriology Concept before
the conclusion of the year.

4. Provide consultive assistance to all teachers requesting such
services or who are directly involved with the implementation
of the program.
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Job Descriptions

5. Coordinate all aspects of the process of developing necessary
materials for upgrading and implementing th,_t Industriology
Concept.
Coordinate the conduct of all student field trips and other learning
activities eminatin,s from the project.

7. v'iork cooperatively with the Project Coordinator in the conduct
of workshops and other in-service activities.

L.. Maintain appropriate documentation with regard to program
elements.
Oversee the conduct of pilot activities and programs that demon-
strate the Industriology Concept.

10. \i,rork cooperatively with the Project Coordinator in budget revisions
and share in the decision making of budgetary matters relating
to the program.

11. ,,/here time and finances allow, represent the project at meaninfgul
local, state and federal meetings and conferences.

12. Oversee all video taping and photographic activities relating to
the project.

13. Be responsible for overseeing the ordering of all necessary materials
in support of program elements of the project.

14. Share responsibility with the Project Coordinator for orienting
visitors to Project World of dork.

Cooperative Education Supervisor

The Cooperative Education Supervisor will:

1. Delineate, refine and integrate his functions and roles with those of
other staff members.

2. Clearly define the rationale objectives, activities and strategy
for both the work study program and the work experience program.

3. Organize and conduct the "commanalities" course.
4. Develop training profiles for students entering the work experience

program.
5. Maintain appropriate data relating to his activities, work coopera-

tively with the Vocational Guidance Counselor with regard to student
placement in the work study and work experience programs.

6. Create firm linkages with business and industry in the community
for the purpose of upgrading and expanding the Cooperative Educa-
tion Program.

7. Counsel independently with students with their regard to their
personal goals and objectives in entering the World of Work.
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Job Descriptions

1. :1111 work cooperatively with the Project Coordinator in revising
the course "Life k Career Planning".

9. :till be responsible for data collection to be used in evaluating
student progress within the work study and work experience
programs.

10. will develop a procedure for the enrolemer.t of students in the
cooperative ethication pro3rams.

11. . ;ill arrange for transportation of some students to their job sites.
12. Coordinate closely with other cooperative teachers with food services,

health aservices, distributive and clerical services in an effort to
inteerate, coordinate the total program in this school.

13. Provide the Director of Vocational Education with those news items
concerning the program which may be released to the news media
in an effort to build good community relationships in a successful
program.

14. Expedite and instigate cooperative efforts between businesses and
industry in the community with those of the school.

Vocational. Guidance Counselor

(NOTE: There will be an addenda to this section for inclusion at the
tune of the on-site visit by Unco, Inc. )

The Vocational Guidance Counselor will:

1. ?rovide individual counseling of all high school students involved in
the program.

Z. Develop methods and procedures for keeping accurate records of
student performance.

3. Develop testing procedures, conduct such tests and prepare
appropriate resulting data relating to students' vocational interest
and ability.

4. Seek resource materials relating to career awareness and guidance
and will organize such materials to be used as an on-going resource
for students of information relating to careers.

5. Create linkages with external agencies (e. g. Project OIIP) that
will expand student resources relating to occupations and careers.

6. Review and revise the goals and objectives aimed at the proper
integration and coordination of the guidance program at Con Vol
High School.

7. Work cooperatively with other staff members in identifying and
meeting the needs of students with special problems relating to
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Job Descriptions

career choices and/or skills development.
8. Aid students in writing resumes for educational experience.
9. Seek to upgrade his own background and knowledge with regard to

career education through participation in significant local, state
and federal meetings.

Project Secretary/Office Manager

The Project Secretary/Office Manager will, under the direction of the
Project Coordinator and the Program Consultant:

1. Fiscal
Be responsible for internal projects and fiscal procedures (e. g.
purchase orders, budget reconciliation, federal reporting, etc.).

2. Federal Reporting
Be responsible for quarterly reports, internal reports and final
reports; also quarterly requests for funds.

3. Clerical Responsibilities
Typing, reproducing, coallating, and dissemination of all printed
data, material, memos and letters, etc. eminating from the project
office.

4. Management Functions
Oversee all clerical work delegating to other individuals contracted
by the project, maintain staff schedules and coordinating appoint-
ments and meetings, maintain office files and the responsibility
for all supplies and materials needed for the operation of the world
of Mork office.

5. Staff Development
Attends all staff meetings, and when time and funds allow, attends
local and state meetings relating to career education. (NOTE:
There are several other unmentioned tasks inherent in the above
responsibilities. )
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c. Budget/Fiscal Procedures - In the three operational
years of the project, detailed budgets were constructed
consistent with each new staffs approach to implementing
the proposal objectives. Negotiating these budgets and
securing the necessary local and federal clearances to
proceed was time consuming and at points frustrating.
'Mille the concerns for fiscal accountability were cer-
tainly justified at both the local and federal level, the
negotiating process did hinder the smooth and efficient
flow of activities prescribed for implementation. In
discussing the matter with other part D directors, this
situation was not unusual. As described in the previous
section onder staff where it was noted that the project
experienced a heavy turnover in personnel it is important
to note that each new "team" had to be oriented to the
fiscal procedures within the district. Since district
fiscal personnel also changed, it was difficult for all
concerned parties to develop a smoothly operating
fiscal procedure in each of_ the three years. These
factors combined with the time lapses involved in getting
clearances through USOE created some points of hesitation
in the efficient evolution of the implementation process.
Personnel at the USOE Office of Education were unusually
sympathetic and helpful in resolving these issues and
it would seem that the basis for these problems rested
with the extremely high volume of documents flowing to
USOE awaiting decision. It was also confusing to the
project staff and the district fiscal agents that the amounts
of money requested were often not consistent with the
a.nounts of money received.

d. Dissemination - In accordance with suggestions made
at the Squaw Valley Conference, vrational Institute on
exemplary projects in vocational education held in 1970,
dissemination activities in the first two years of the pro-
ject were limited awaiting positive results. Vvhile dis-
semination activities did take place during the first and
second years as will be shown in the next section, it
was not until the third year that dissemination was con-
sidered a priority task. Among these activities were:
orientation sessions for outside visitors, responses to
requests for information, state and regional news articles,
newsletters, and participation in state and national con-
ferences.
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e. Evaluation - As has already been pointed out in the
abstract portion of the report the project has been
highly conscious of its need for and commitment to
appropriate evaluation. At various stages of the
three years the project has been evaluated by state
department personnel, two external evaluators, each
of which performed both informative and summative
evaivations, two USOE on-site teams, and extensive
internal monitoring by the project staff and district
administrative personnel. (See Section E - Evaluation)

2. Program Elements - Note: While Section D spells out
some of the results and accomplishments relating to the
management of the project, it will deal primarily with an
expansion of the priority concern of the project - program.
Therefore, the following data represents only an outline of
those activities implemented in meeting the objectives.

a. Grades 1 through 6 - During the three operational
years of the project elementary students were presented
with opportunities and activities intended to help them
acquire a positive attitude toward work, school and in-
creased knowledge of themselves in relation to work.
Tool racks were constructed in each of the 9 elemen-
tary schools, teachers were provided in-service train-
ing on the use of tool racks, video tape equipment was
purchased and teachers were given training on appropriate
use consistent with orienting students to world of work.
In all three years a great number of field trips were con-
ducted for the purpose of first hand exposure of students
to a variety of career areas, and appropriate materials
were purchased in support of in-class activities.

b. Grade 7 and 8 - It was at this level that a priority
thrust in the project was pursued - industriology. The
intent at this level was "exploration and self evaluation".
In pursuing objectives relating to these grade levels,
the project staff in each of the three years has addressed
itself to developing materials appropriate for our use
in implementing the industriology concept as described
in the Abstract portion of this report. The "brown book"
was developed and a first attempt in outlining appropriate
approaches. (See Volume III) Considerable planning
and development was accomplished in a coordinated effort
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with industrial arts and vocational education teachers
and work was begun on production of well constructed
learning activity units. (See Volume II) In addition
in-service training was conducted, students were given
opportunities for on-site visits through field trips for
the purpose of further exposing them to the world of
work. The vocational guidance counselor conducted
battery of tests as a first step in developing a coord-
inated program for guidance and counseling with regard
to a, student's occupational choices and their develop-
ment of skills.

c. Grades 9 and 10 - At this level the emphasis was upon
continued exploration and preparation for career de-
cisions and and the offering of consistent skills training
and knowledge to allow students to properly prepare
for following through on their career choices. Again
the use of video tapes was widely used, in.-service train-
ing to teachers was conducted, field trips were offered
and a coordinated curriculum developed. Student learn-
ing packets were developed (See Volume II). At this
level as well as 11th and 12th grade level students were
introduced to the world study and work experience pro-
gram coordinated by the cooperative education super-
visor. (See Section D) Also at the 9 - 12 level the
vocational guidance counselor developed programs
and materials relating to occupational information
and continued his program of testing, guidance and
counseling of students in meeting their needs with
regard to preparation to enter the world of work.

d. Grades 11 and 12 - Emphasis at this level was for
"job preparation and job entry". Priority emphasis
at this level was given to developing and expanding the
work experience - work study programs. The three
years showed a dramatic increase in the number of
participants and the cooperative effort between school
and community has been expanded in this regard. Ac-
tivity learning packets were developed not only in the
traditional vocational courses but also in the academic
areas. (See Volume II) The same supportive activities
were present at the 11th and 12th grade levels as pre-
viously mentioned at the 9th and 10th grade levels but
at a more sophisticated nature.
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D. R.ZSUL TS AND AC CO/vIPLISHMEN TS:

1. Management

a. Administration - The project experienced a stormy
administrative history during its three years of opera-
tion. As indicated earlier in this report the project
ended the third operational year with an entirely differ-
ent staff than it began with. In spite of this unusual
turnover in personnel, the project has been able to
address the basic objectives successfully. Suitable
budgets did get developed, internal fiscal procedures
were worked out, and though each new "team" of
project administrators used a different inventory system
which created some confusion, the project ended the
third year with appropriate documentation relating to
the hard and soft ware materials purchased by the
project. Throughout its three year history the project
was well coordinated with other locally based projects
and duplication of efforts was prevented. The adminis-
trative staff closely monitored the status of the project
and collected relevant data for decision making in the
development of management and program goals and
objectives. Appropriate time and sequence chart- were
developed and also frequent alterations were necessary
the project did proceed on a continuum of activities and
events consistent with the process for plan change in
meeting the program objectives.

b. Dissemination - During the course of the three years
of operation the project welcomed approximately 100
scheduled visitors who came seeking information about
the development of our project.Taken as a whole this
group represented individuals from all walks of the
education community and from as far away as California.
These scheduled visitors were given a proper orientation
to the Project viorld of .'ork, a tour of our facilities and
time was arranged for an exchange of ideas consistent with
the needs of the visitor. As indicated in the previous
section it was the decision of the project, in accordance
with suggestions made at the Squaw Valley Conference in
1970, not to consider dissemination a top priority in the
first two years of operation. In spite of this general plan
however, many news articles were written and appeared
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in the newspapers of the Monadnock Region of :
New Hampshire. In all 15 major articles (excluding
smaller relatively unimportant articles) were produced
in the first' two years of the project. Of these perhaps
the most significant was an article appearing in the
Christian Science Monitor which provided national ex-
posure to the project. In the last year of the project
at the request of the local newspaper our newsletters
were completely reproduced and in total represented
roughly 40 news items relating to the project. Since
the onset of the project in 1970 the project has been
flooded with inquiries from all over the country request-
ing information and relevant data on a variety of subjects.
The amount of letters of inquiry quite obviously increased
in response to an increase in dissemination activities. In
the third year along the project responded to approximately
130 inquiries for information. During the life of the
project there were no less than 15 formal presentations
to major groups on the activities of world of vvork. Here
again as the project moved toward increased stress on
the need for dissemination more presentations were offered.
The following represents examples of some groups re-
questing imput relating to the project: Keene State
College, Keene, N.H.; Spring Conference on Career
Development and Vocational Technical Education;
Merrimack Valley Branch of the University of New
Hampshire; Plymouth State College; and a variety of
local groups. Beginning in December of 1971 a project
world of work newsletter was developed. This news-
letter grew in size, sophistication, and importance
culminating in the third year with the development of
three newsletters which were produced in quantities of
1,000 and widely disseminated locally, in the state and
nationally. (See Volume III) In 1972 a well prepared
project abstract was produced and subsequently shared
with some 50 other educationally agencies interested
in career education projects. It should also be noted
that the participation in major meetings, conferences
etc. by project staff as well as other local educators
is considered by the project to be a viable dissemination
activity in terms of the exposure the project gets. (Through
a personal exchange of ideas with other educators.)
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c. Evaluation - As mentioned in Section C Strategies/
Procedures - and their Management, evaluation was
a prime concern of the project. .Fz.r specific informa-
tion see Section D - Evaluation. F or other evaluation
reports, instruments, etc. see Volume III.

d. Community Involvement - The project designed and
carried out a variety of activities designed not only to
meet specific objectives stated in the original proposal,
but in rec.-ignition of the necessity for expanding the tar-
get group of the project to the community. Too often
project such as vorld of work do not follow a planned
strategy for change that makes a concerted effort in
involving those people, agencies and organizations who
ultimately carry the burden of decision making for
basic changes and innovations in the educational offer-
ings for young people. Project world of vvork aside
from its dissemination activities made several viable
linkages with the local community.

In 1971 the project supported and video taped a "hobby
day" in Hancock and invited community participation at
the elementary school. The tape was subsequently shown
to School Board meetings and was very positively received
as a fine example of school community cooperation. In
1972 the project actively supported the use of retired,
semi-retired and working community volunteers who
worked with our students one or more days per week.
Also in that year many courses were developed. These
are activities planned uneer the heading of "short term
learning experiences". In 1972 three such activities
were instituted: I) a local print shop with four students
being exposed to the printing trade, 2) a local auto
service station - five students, 3) a local beautician -
three girls. These programs should not be confused
with a roughly 100 student positions now available through
our formal r aoperative education program (see #8 below).

the b,.ginning the third operational year the project
staff began to address itself to the development of an
extensive paper making unit. (See Volume II) In seek-
ing out local resources the Monadnock Paper Company in
Bennington, i .1-1. was so enthused with the work being
done on this I:flit that it offered tours, information and
considerable materials in the development of the program.
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During the last year several students were sponsored
by local and area businesses and industries to attend
the Junior International Management Institute on the
campus of the University of New Hampshire in Durham.
As a result of this opportunity provided by local business
and industry, one of our students was selected to sub-
sequently speak at the Spring Meeting of the New Hampshire
Vocational Association - a state wide meeting with the
theme "Career Development and Vocational Education".

In May several area building contractors, electricians
and plumbers were invited to "dini.er and discussion"
at Con Val. The purpose was to link up those involved
in our vocational educational programs with local con-
tractors and to discuss how our programs might be
strengthened. Perhaps the most interesting and po-
tentially significant success involving the community
has been a series of meetings between Con Val School
District representatives and representatives of New
Hampshire Ball' Bearings, Inc. - the areas largest
industrial employer. It would appear that the way
is now cleared for a rather extensive cooperative
program between the two agencies. Beginning next
fall Con Val students will be extensively involved in
programs at ivhiBB. It is now planned that eventually
a formal apprentice program will be developed.

e. Staff Development - The project during the course of
the three years viewed the term "staff development"
as meaning not only the development of the project staff
in terms of better project management but also increas-
ing the knowledge and awareness on the part of key local
educators. In 1970 the project resource teacher com-
pleted a six week industriology workshop at ,visconsin
State University. The project coordinator attended a
one week workshop at Keene High School in Keene,
1,!BW Hampshire and the project director and coordinator
attended the AVA Convention in i,:ew Orleans. It was
in 1972 that the project forsaw the need to leave the
district upon termination with school principals and
selected staff who would be "turned on" to occupational
education. The major vehicle for achieving this awareness
and interest was to trips by selected people to visit other
successful career education programs and to participate
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in state and national conferences. Tc-ao district principals
traveled to Pawtucket, Rhode Island to see their very
fine career education project. z-,lso in 1972 the project
staff attended the Region I Career Education Director's
Meeting in Pawtucket, the I:ESDEC Conference in Nashua ,
the National Coordinating Conference on Career Education
in dorrington, Virginia, the Region I Career Education
Director 's Meeting in Manchester, the Southern New
Hampshire Staff Development Cooperative Conference
on Career Education in Concord, New Hampshire, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce isiational Conference on
Career Education in ,yashington, the Junior Industrial.
Management Institute in Durham.

In addition principals and key teachers were involved
in the following ways: selected principals visited the
Career Education Projects in Syracuse, New York,
Pawtucket, Rhode Island and Rutland, Vermont. In
addition other local educators were involved in the con-
ference on career education held in Concord, New Hamp-
shire, involvement as group leaders on industrial arts
methods at Keene State College and as spokesman for
the project at several local meetings.

2. Program - Industriology

a. Program Development - The development and importance
of the industriology component of the project has already
been outlined in previous sections. If it can be said that
the project had a major thrust it would be the implemen-
tation and testing out of the industriology concept developed
at the University of ,iisconsin. It was intended to be the
major delivery program in implementing the original ob-
jectives. Consequently the three years has been spent
with considerable involvement and attention to revising
and refining the industriology concept in the ConVal dis-
trict. As early as December 1970 ari .. extensive docu-
ment entitled "the brown book" was developed. This book
is an extensive outline of components of the industriology
approach. In early 1971 elements of this approach were
adapted at the Antrim Middle School and introduced at the.
then Peterborough Consolidated school. (See Volume II)
It was never intended to be a thorough and completed doc-
ument but rather was intended to be an outline from which
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much more refined learning activity units would be
developed. At the commencement of the third opera-
tional year, it was apparent that much hard work had
gone into the design and planning phases but it was also
clear that thorough practical activity learning units had
not been adequately developed and in addition there were
portions of the total industrial concept that had not yet
even been addressed. Unfortunately, work that should
have been completed from these units during the 70 - 72
and 72 - 73 summer sessions was not done. Therefore,
the project entered the third year faced with a critical
need to develop the design and outline to practical and
useful learning units and to make an effort to test them
out where posaible. Since the preceeding summer had
not been utilized in developing such units it was necessary
during the third year to draw key industrial arts teachers
out lof their classrooms for work on developing these units
and although approximately 25 full days were spent for
this purpose the project staff still operated under con-
siderable time pressure in completing the task. Although
excellent units had been produced and while teachers who
assisted in their development understand how to develop
these units there is still much to be done.

b. Learning Packets - Excellent learning packets have
been developed on Papermaking, Leathercraft, Home
Economics, and work is in progress and will be con-
tinued .after termination of Metals, Plastics, and Aero-
space. It is important to note at this point that other
significant learning activity units have been developed
by teachers in the academic areas who are not formally
bound to the project but who by their own choice and
enthusiasm have chosen to approach their subjects with
strong emphasis on career development. Such units
have been developed in Oceanography, Business Math,
and Business English among others.

c. Lctivities - In testing out this concept through the use
of the developed units there were several student activities
which merit mention. In testing out the Home Economics
learning activity unit two competing companies were or
ganized at the 8th. grade level. Each "team" used the
production of grinders as their product. Each "team"
conducted elec tion campaigns and elected officers. Each
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team sold stock in order to gain working capital. The
capital was used to purchase necessary supplies and in-
gredients to produce the grinders. The student body of
the Peterborough Middle School was polled to determine
what kind of products the consumers preferred. An
advertising campaign was then conducted, a production
line set up and the grinders produced. Quality control
was maintained and subsequently the grinders were sold.
At the conclusion of the project and after reviewing their
bookkeeping system the officers announced a 4:05.per
share dividend to stockholders and stockholders were
then paid.

As introduction to the aerospace unit approximately 100
students at the Peterborough Middle School were given
one egg and one sheet of paper measuring 9 X 12" and
without use of other materials were given the task of
designing a vehicle that would transport the egg from a
10 foot step ladder to the ground without bieaking. This
activity served as an introduction to a unit on aerospace
using the development of rockets as the vehicle. The
conclusion of the unit culminated with these same students
firing their rockets under careful supervision. To intro-
duce the Paper Making unit an extensive and excellently
conducted demonstration was given to students who would
subsequently be involved in the paper making unit. The
demonstration began with wood pulp and ended with an
in-class production of bright pink sheets of 6 1/2 X 11"
paper It was an excellent motivational exercise and lead
into a meaningful unit on paper making. (It should be
noted that paper making in New Hampshire is a major
industry. )

3. Elementary Program - Consistent with the project's goals
and objectives for elementary students 9 mobile tool units
were constructed and stocked for each of the districts elemen-
tary schools. (In 19`71.) During 1972 - 73 elementary students
were given exposure to a variety of careers through numerous
field trips. (See #4)

During. 1972, a student aide program was instituted. This
consisted of high school student aides working with teachers
and students in the elementary grades. In most cases this
aide program proved to be very helpful. Also in 1972 the
students at rbmple expressed their concern about the tool
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rack that had been produced for them in 1971. They felt
that it was 000rly designed and didn't fully meet their needs.
Consequently the students under the supervision of a teacher
aide planned and constructed a new and better tool rack for
their own school. ahile that student initiated project was
going on a Temple Elementary School the students at Antrim
in the L.th and (_)th grade complex as a result of the orientation
and skills training they had received in using the tool rack
in their school began to design and construct their own card-
board furniture out of Over in Dublin Elementary
School students in grades 5 and S became very interested in
macrame, knotting, crocheting and knitting from one of the-
elementary teachers. Impetus for this interest came from
the fact that the teacher had requested and received appropriate
materials for developing manipulative skills from the project.
In 1973 students in the second through the fifth grade in Han-
cock Elementary School became quite sophisticated in their
wood working projects in producing chests, hot pads, bird
feeders and doll house furniture. Here again motivation for
these activities was produced through the presence of the tool
rack that had been installed in 1971.

4. Field Trips - During the course of the three years, as has
been suggested before, field trips played an extremely
important role in the conduct of the program so far as giving
students an on the sight opportunity to see a wide variety of
careers and to meet and view the lifestyle of a wide variety of
people. In 1970, the project began with field trips to local
industries and buSinesSes for junior high school and high school
students. In 1971, this qomponent of the program was expanded
to send student groups at all levels on field trips relating to
careers. In late 1971, along with the expanding occupational
interest of students of students, it was necessary to provide
trips to locations outside the immediate area. For example; in
December of 1971, the eighth grade Home Economics class went
to American Airlines in Boston to see how food is prepared for
the airlines. During 1972, field trips were taken to; an
automated bakery, a lumber mill, a lumber yard, a furniture
manufacturing plant, a home construction and equipne nt show,
a yarn mill, and a clothing manufacturer. Beginning the third
operational year, the field trip forms were revised (See Vol. 3)
to further refine and insure that field trips being taken were
truly consistent with class work either as an introductory
activity or a culminating activity. Teachers were asked to
spell out in detail the relationship between the field trips and
therein class work relating to careers. It was found that rather
than limiting teachers interest in field trips this added paper
work and planning accelerated interest in such activities to the
extent that by the concluflon of the third operational year,
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forty trips had been conducted in the final year alone.
They are to numerous to mention, but they include such places
as Superior Court in Manchester, the Bennington Paper Mill,
the U.S. Post Office in Keene, the Builders Home Show in
Manchester, market, a local newspaper, etc., etc.

5. Inservice Training - The implinaentation of objectives such as
those stated in our original proposal requires a considerable
amount of inservice training for teachers. Over the three. year
period many workshops were conducted. In 1970, there were
workshops for Home Economics teachers in carriculum and
program development as well as workshops for junior high
Industrial Arts teachers on the use of metals and wood units.
In 1971, there were workshops for Elementary School teachers
on the use of tool racks as well as curriculum development
as well as sharing the feedback on project progress..----A-1-0-cr----:
during that year, the project facilitated a two week workshop
between the English Department and the Vocational Education
faculty on developing behavioral objectives for a vocational
English course. In 1972, there was a workshop for elementary
teachers on "TheImportance of Job Selection. " Elementary
and junior high teachers participated in the workshop on occu-
pational information gathering. During the third operational
year, a workshop was held for all interested teachers of the
district on cardboard carpentry. Prior to this time, some small
projects had been developed with great .enthusiasm using card-
board to build furniture and other items but no sound workshop
had been provided. This workshop gave teachers the skills and
interest they needed and they proceeded with many activities
using triwall. the conclusion of the final year the project
used the resour:es available within the district to conduct a
weekly workshop in woodworking and development of projects
that could be introduced to elementary and junior high students.

S. Video Taping - Considering video taping as a total activity this
component was dissapointing. It was intended at the beginning of
the project that a full thorough and complete library of meaning-
fcl and useful tapes on careers representing the 1,;'ob .clusters
would be produced. Responding to this plan, video tape equip-
ment was leased and placed in each of the schools. Over the
course of the three years while several very good tapes were
produced they lack logical sequence and the final result is that
there is no way that this effort that this effort could be defined
as successful in developing die library mentioned above. The
video tapes were used for a variety of purposes including field,
trips, class activities, video taped lessons, etc.
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Perhaps a ?rime reason why the project did not achieve
anticipated levels of success is inherant in the fact that
adequate and thorough planning for its use and appropriate
control of equipment was not maintained. In addition, a reason-
able program inservice training on the use of video tape equip-
ment was not conducted. There was workshops intended for the
purpose of helping teachers understand the use of video tape
equipment. However, these isolated workshops were not part of
total program for continued staff development and staff training in
there use. In the final year of the project, a consultant was
contracted to review all of the tapes produced. There was some
sixty tapes. They are now properly cataloged and inventoried
but in total, they constitute a rather disorientated and relatively
useless conglomeration of "this and that".

7. Vocational Guidance - In 1970, the vocational guidance comps nett
was developed, a staff member hired, and a very fine program
was implimented throughout the three years relating to vocational
guidance. As early as 1970, an extensive testing program was
instituted for students in grades seven through twelve. Among the
tests administered, were the Iowa test of Educational Development,
the Vocational Planning Inventory, and the Kuder Occupational
Interest Survey, the Differential Apptitude Test, and the Ohio
Vocational Interest Survey. The testing program has been well
organized and has had a meaningful impact upon not only the
planning of activities but in the personal lives of many of our
students in entering the Vibrld of Work.
In addition, the vocational guidance counselor began in 1970 to
develop a library of occupational information materials.
In developing this career information center the project provided
not only financial backing but also media materials designed to
present this information in an effective to students. He also
provided tours of the Vocational facilities and visited several
area High ;schools explaining Con Val's programs to prospective
students. It should be noted that the current Vocational Guidance
Counselor, the career information center he has developed and,
in general, the program he has initiated, will be continued after
the termination of federal funds.

There have also been SPECIAL PAOGRAMS. line of communica-
tion has been set up between the project and the i'ew Hampshire
Occupation:-.1 Improvement Information Program. That program
is a federally funded title three project designed to increase the
effectiveness of the classroom teacher in dispersing career
information.

At the beginning of the project a group of students from Crotched
Mountain Rehabilitation Center were using the Industrial Arts
facilities at ConVal, In return some of the Con Val students were
involved in some testing programs at Crotched Mountain in a
cooperative effort to aid disadvantaged and handicapped children.
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The Vocational Guidance Counselor was instrumental in deve-
loping six special programs for students with special needs. For
example, there is a course of study in beginning typing for a
student unable to attend school for rheumatoid arthritis. Another
example is the use of locally run sheltered workshop for an
accidentally minimally qualified student. Lastly, students from
the district middle schools are given a tour and orientation to
the facilities and programs of Con Val High School by the
Vocational Guidance Counselor so that these students will be
better able to select their programs of study at the High School
level.

Cooperative Education Program - During the first operational
year of the project a Cooperative Education Coordinator
(Supervisor) was hired. His basic functions were to develop and
institute a work/stud/:rogram, a work experience program, and
a course for all participating students called "Commonalities. "
Briefly, the work: /study program is essentially a "job placement
bureau" for students, where students enter the world of i)ork in
the community on a release program and are paid for their
participation in on-the-job training. This linkage of students
to a job is not done indiscriminantly. The CO-OP Supervisor
meets with and comes to agreement with local employers
intereste.s.1 in assisting the school in this program. The work
experience program is more sophisticated. The job secured
for the student by the Supervisor is worked out through a
specific contract and training profile that offers the student not
only employment, but also links the -job with his regular course
of study at the school. Local employers help in planning, conduct
and evaluation of student progress and the student not only
receives pay but credit for his work.
As early as the first year of the project the work/study program
was a success. Agreements were reached between the school
and local hospital, nursing homes, and restaurants for providing
students with training in the health Occupations and Food Services.
Ccntact was made with three major industries on methods on
improving occupational information and services; and to allow
video taping of occupations
In 1971 (Still in a pilot phase), nine students left the school early
each day to participate in the work/study program. These
students worked at restaurants, drug stores, town maintanance,
auto parts stores, construction, and a mail order house. During
the same year a total of seven students were involved with the
work experience program working an average of fifteen hours
a week in such diversified occupations as farming, auto
mechanics, town maintanance, woodworking and home restoration.

At the commencement of this second school year of the project,
there were immediately ten senior students in the work experience
program and five students in the work/study program. From that
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point ai to the end of the project the program expanded at a
rapid rate and a termination of the project over one hundred
are now involved in either the work/study program or the work
experience program. Training profiles have been developed
at a rapid rate aAd there is general acceptance in the community
of this element of the project.

The "Commonalities" course is a course that brings together stud-
ents involved in the work/study, work experience, food services,
and health occupations programs and offers them input relating
to information, advice, help and input on a variety of subjects
common to all indivieualsin the world of work. The project
began with twenty seven students and ended with over Sixty
students involved in this acredited course. It should be noted
that the Cooperative Education Supervisor, his materials and
programs will be continued at local district funding after
termination of federal funds.

E. RECOMIVIE1ADATICUS ,LLD COCLUSI016:

i'!OTE: This section deals with recommendations relating to the
./Torld of ,,..ork :Project ..t C01.IVAL. For recomrnedations
relating to other locations in the first stages of a career educa-
tion project - See Section D, Part I - .z..bstract.

1. Industriology Program -

The Middle School Principals of the district and the Industrial
i-Irts staffs of the district should meet with the Vocational
Education Director to plan a series of and sequence of Industrio-
logy .i-.ctivities.

Subsequent summers should be utilized in continued curriculum
development and program planning. Specifically, there should
be at least a one week, well planned workshop for which
activities and tasks have been defined. .L-:reas of concern should
be 1) The operation of a student company, 2) Familiarization
with the ".!.:.ction Company Guide ".3) Continued development of
the areas of metals, plastics, graphics, and home rnaintanance.

Recommendations should be made to the Industrial I its staff on
courses of study or areas that would assist them in the class-
room. I. ssistance in a plan of continued study would be beneficial.

During the school year, frequent meetings by appropriate people
should be held on continued surveillance and development of the
Industriology concept.
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To facilitate reordering os supplies, an accurate "consumable
supply list" should be developed by the Imdustriology staff.

The L./ . staff should be encouraged to visit other successful
programs in the area.

A series of inservice programs should be conducted for the
LA. staff and in some cases by them, on areas of study such as
plastics, hot metals, crafts, etc.

1,11 equipment orders should be channeled through the Vocational
Direc tors office for centralized inventory and as a "clearing
house" to avoid duplication.

Responsibility for inventory and maintenance of the elementary
tool cabinets should be in the hands of the elementary Principal
of each school. Inventories of tool cabinets should be submitted
to the Vocational Director to facilitate coordination and to reduce
duplication of effort.

The High School Vocational Department should offer inservice
workshops for elementary teachers on the use of tools, materials
and ordering techniques.

Elementary Teachers and Principals should meet during the year
to exchange ideas on inventory, care and use of the mobil tool
cabinets and for the purpose of sharing and feedback on the total
program.

2. Budget Considerations -

In planninL; the FY '74-75 budget, input, suggestions and recomm-
endations should be sought from those involved with continuation
of the thrusts generated by the project. For example, mainte-
nance of the tool racks in the elementary schools, materials in
support of the career information center, field trips, faculty and
staff visitation funds, monies to support the development of
learning packets, etc. should become a primary consideration.

3. Ad visory Committee -

An Advisory Committee should be developed in the fall of 1973
made up of a representative group of key personnel from the
district and under the direct supervision of the Superintendent
of Schools for the purpose of maintenance, planning, and conti-
nued implimentation of project elements.
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4. Staff Developnnent

Since so much time, money and effort have been expended in the
development of this program, it is recommended that the
district ;tiff Dev-lopment Committee survey this final report
and receive the necessary input to fully understand those
priority elements that the district is attempting to continue and
that the committee consider this in making their decision
relating to funding requests.

-

It is recommended that the coordinator of the should
have an opportunity to survey this final report and consider it
appropriate input in organizing equipment and imterials in such
a way that they will be most effectively used in support of
continuation thrusts suggested in the report. Further, close
coordination with the Vocational Guidance Counselor should be
maintained to insure that those things the project has started
maintain there identity and continue to be used for the purpose
for which they were initially purchased.

Irtservice Trainin -

The committee mentioned in (3) above should see that appropriate
inservice training is planned and expedited to maintain and
expand current levels of awareness and interest on the part of
faculty and a dministrators in the district. Many of the people
currently within the district are capable and should be called
upon to act as coordinators and oresenters of such inservice
training. (ace i!o. 1 above. )

chool Community i..elations

The Vocational Director should oversee continuation of the
school /community cooperative program with Mew Hampshire
Ball Bearings, Inc. supported by the project in its final year.
Once operational and tested, other similar cooperative efforts
should be considered.

. Commonalities -

It is reconimended that the revisions commenced in FY-'72-73 of
the "Con-7,monalities" course should be followed through and the
Cooperative Education Supervisor in cooperation with the Voca-
tional Guidance Counselor, the Principal and two or three other
key individuals should finish the revision and oversee its imple-
mentation. 1./hether or not the Cooperative Education Supervisor
is the most appropriate staff member to teach this course should
be reviewed. - 48 -



9. Transpokirtion

;,thether or _lot the Cooperative Education Supervisor should
also bear the responsibility for transporting students to and
from their job sites should be reviewed to determine whether or
not it is the best utilization of his time.
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